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The dynamical control of tunneling processes of single particles plays a major role in science ranging

from Shapiro steps in Josephson junctions to the control of chemical reactions via light in molecules. Here

we show how such control can be extended to the regime of correlated tunneling of strongly interacting

particles. Through a periodic modulation of a biased tunnel contact, we have been able to coherently

control single-particle and correlated two-particle hopping processes. We have furthermore been able to

extend this control to superexchange spin interactions in the presence of a magnetic-field gradient. Such

photon-assisted superexchange processes constitute a novel approach to realize arbitrary XXZ spin models

in ultracold quantum gases, where transverse and Ising-type spin couplings can be fully controlled in

magnitude and sign.
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The control of quantum tunneling of particles through a
barrier using an oscillatory driving field lies at the heart of
the interpretation of the so-called Shapiro steps observed in
the I-V characteristics of a biased Josephson junction
under an applied radio-frequency field [1,2]. Since then,
other examples and applications of photon-assisted tunnel-
ing have emerged in several fields, such as the control of
chemical reactions with laser pulses [3] or the observation
of dynamic localization and absolute negative conductance
in semiconductor superlattices [4]. Recently, the tunnel
dynamics of single atoms in periodically modulated optical
lattices was investigated, showing, in particular, the possi-
bility to revert the sign of the tunnel coupling for strong
driving amplitudes [5]. Periodically shaken optical lattices
were also used as a spectroscopic tool for measuring the
excitation spectrum of a superfluid Bose gas [6] or extract-
ing nearest-neighbor spin correlations in a fermionic Mott
insulator [7].

In this Letter, we demonstrate how the periodic modu-
lation of an optical lattice can be used to selectively drive
correlated tunneling processes. Hereby we focus on reso-
nantly driven cotunneling and superexchange where in the
absence of the driving both are inhibited by means of a
potential energy offset or a magnetic-field gradient, respec-
tively. The ability to resonantly drive superexchange pro-
cesses eventually leads to a novel proposal to implement
arbitrarily tunable XXZ spin models with ultracold atoms
in optical lattices, where the anisotropy of the effective
spin coupling can be adjusted by the strength of a
magnetic-field gradient and the amplitude of the periodic
driving alone. Existing proposals achieve the same only by
changing the ratio of the interspecies and intraspecies
interaction energies [8] which requires the existence of
either a suitable Feshbach resonance or the use of

near-detuned spin-dependent lattices accompanied by
large heating rates [9].
The system under consideration is a lattice of isolated

double-well potentials created by an optical superlattice
[10,11]. A 3D optical lattice is formed by three mutually
orthogonal retroreflected laser beams at the respective
wavelengths �xl ¼ 1534 nm (‘‘long lattice’’), �y ¼
844 nm, and �z ¼ 767 nm. An additional standing wave
with �xs’�xl=2¼767 nm (‘‘short lattice’’) is superim-
posed to the long lattice to obtain a superlattice of the
form VðxÞ ¼ Vxlsin

2ðklxÞ þ Vxssin
2ð2klxþ �=2��Þ,

where kl ¼ 2�=�xl [see Fig. 1(a)]. The relative phase �
and the lattice depths Vxl and Vxs could be independently
controlled in real time by dynamically adjusting the short-
lattice wavelength �xs and the laser intensities [11].
The vibrational level splitting being much larger than the

other relevant energy scales, the system can be described
by a two-site Hubbard-like Hamiltonian,
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Schematics of the superlattice po-
tential created by overlapping the short (dashed line) and the
long lattice (solid line) with relative phase �. A periodic
modulation of the long lattice (gray shaded area) is used to
resonantly drive different tunneling processes, e.g., single-atom
tunneling (b) or effective superexchange (c).
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where J is the tunnel coupling, U is the on-site interaction
energy, and� is the potential tilt between the two sites. The
last term represents a spin-dependent bias G provided by
an additional magnetic-field gradient along the x direction.
The operator âRðLÞ� annihilates a particle in state j�i in the
right (left) well, n̂RðLÞ� ¼ âyRðLÞ�âRðLÞ� is the correspond-

ing number operator, and n̂RðLÞ ¼ P
�n̂RðLÞ�.

In addition to the static double-well potential, a time-
periodic modulation was applied through a variation of
the long-lattice depth VxlðtÞ ¼ V0

xl þ �V cosð!tÞ [see

Fig. 1(a)]. This modulation introduces an additional cou-

pling term K̂¼�P
�¼";#;0ðKâyL�âR�þK�âyR�âL�Þcosð!tÞ

to the Hamiltonian (1), where the coupling constant K ¼
�V

R
dxw�

LðxÞsin2ðklxÞwRðxÞ is calculated using the

Wannier functions wL;RðxÞ localized in the left and right

well, respectively [12]. For simplicity we neglect diagonal

terms such as contributions proportional to âyL�âL�. Each
application of the operator K̂ changes the energy of the
system by an amount�@!, which allows for the driving of
tunneling processes which are forbidden by energy con-
servation in the bare Hamiltonian (1). It is convenient to
picture this situation using the Floquet formalism [13] by
dressing the atoms with effective ‘‘photons’’ of energy @!.
Therefore, we denote the states of the driven Hamiltonian

Ĥ þ K̂ by jL; R;�i, where L and R represent the left- and
right-well populations and � is the effective photon or
Floquet number.

Our experiments began by loading a Bose-Einstein con-
densate of about 105 87Rb atoms in the jF ¼ 1; mF ¼ �1i
Zeeman state into the 3D optical lattice formed by the long
and transverse lattices alone. The final lattice depths were
chosen so that the atomic sample was in the Mott insulating
regime [14] with a central core of two atoms per well and
an outer shell of singly occupied sites. We then transferred
all atoms to the jF ¼ 1; mF ¼ 0i � j0i Zeeman state by a
radio-frequency Landau-Zener adiabatic passage. Using
microwave-dressed spin-changing collisions [15] we con-
verted atom pairs in individual lattice sites into pairs with
opposite magnetic moment, labeled as j "i� jF¼1;mF¼
�1i and j #i � jF ¼ 1; mF ¼ 1i. Single atoms resided in
the state j0i.

In a first set of experiments, we loaded both single atoms
and atom pairs to the ‘‘left’’ sides of asymmetric double
wells by ramping up the short lattice with a phase of � ¼
0:18ð1Þ rad. Direct tunneling to the right wells was inhib-
ited by the tilt of the double wells. We then applied a
modulation of the long-lattice depth with amplitude �V

and frequency! for a time T to induce particle transfer. At
the end of the modulation, we measured the populations
nR� in the right wells by transferring them to a higher
Bloch band and applying a subsequent band mapping
technique [10,11,16]. To separate the different Zeeman
states we used a magnetic-field gradient during time-of-
flight imaging.
As shown by the black circles in Fig. 2, we observe a

resonant transfer of single atoms (state j0i) when the
modulation frequency is equal to the energy difference
between the two lowest eigenenergies of the Hamiltonian

(1), i.e., @! ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2 þ 4J2

p
� �0. In the Floquet picture,

this is understood as a resonant coupling of the two states
j1; 0;�i and j0; 1;�� 1i associated with the absorption of
one photon of energy @! ¼ �0 from the driving field.
The coherence of this process driven on resonance is
illustrated in the inset of Fig. 2, where we plot nR0 as a
function of the modulation time T. The single-particle
scenario becomes modified if a second atom is present in
the double well (state j #i, blue circles in Fig. 2). The initial
state j "#; 0;�i is lifted by the interaction energy U com-
pared to the single-particle state. From there, resonant
transfer of single particles towards the entangled triplet

FIG. 2 (color). Fraction of atoms transferred to the right well
nR� as a function of the driving frequency !=2� with fixed
modulation time T ¼ 2:5 ms and driving amplitude �V ¼
8:2ð3ÞExl

r [24]. The lattice parameters given in the figure corre-
spond to a tilt �=h ¼ 4:3ð2Þ kHz. Single atoms (black circles)
are resonantly transferred for !=2� ¼ 5:2ð1Þ kHz (gray vertical
line), in agreement with �0 ¼ h� 5:0ð2Þ kHz, where the value
J=h ¼ 1:30ð5Þ kHz was obtained from independently measured
single-particle tunnel oscillations in undriven symmetric double
wells. In the case of atom pairs (blue circles), this resonance is
shifted to !=2� ¼ 3:9ð1Þ kHz due to interactions. In both cases,
the resonance around !=2� ¼ 7:5 kHz can be attributed to a
two-photon transfer to the third Bloch band. Finally, the reso-
nance for atom pairs at !=2� ¼ 10:8ð2Þ kHz ’ 2�0=h corre-
sponds to the directly driven cotunneling of the pair. Inset: Time
evolution of nR0ðTÞ for the single-particle resonance measured
with �V ¼ 16:4ð5ÞExl

r , together with a fit using a damped sine
wave. The Rabi frequency provides the coupling K=h ¼
153ð10Þ Hz, in reasonable agreement with the value of 166
(10) Hz obtained from a single-particle band structure
calculation.
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state ðj "; #;�� 1i þ j #; ";�� 1iÞ= ffiffiffi
2

p
occurs for a fre-

quency @!< �0 since in the final state the particles are
spatially separated and practically do not interact.

In addition to the single-particle resonance, we observe a
maximum in the transfer for atom pairs at !=2� ’ 2�0=h,
which we interpret as the coupling to the state j0; "#;�� 1i.
This coupling corresponds to the directly driven cotunnel-
ing of the atom pair [11,17] and has recently been ex-
plained as ‘‘fractional-photon assisted tunneling’’ [18]. We
have verified this interpretation by performing spin-
changing collisions on the final state, which are only
effective if both particles are located in the same well.
Further evidence comes from the fact that the resonance
position is found to be insensitive to changes of U induced
by changing the transverse-lattice depths.

Having demonstrated resonantly driven tunneling and
cotunneling with cold atoms inside a tilted double well, we
now turn to the control of another correlated tunneling
process, i.e., ac-driven superexchange. The superexchange
of particles mediated via single-particle tunneling to off-
resonant intermediate states is the basic next-neighbor
interaction mechanism in models of quantum magnetism
arising in two-component Mott insulators [8,19,20]. In the
presence of a magnetic-field gradient, the exchange of a
pair of opposite spins j "; #i ! j #; "i on a lattice is associ-
ated with an energy cost of 2G and superexchange pro-
cesses are thus inhibited as soon as G � J0ex, where
J0ex ¼ 4J2=U is the exchange coupling in the absence of
the gradient. By modulating the lattice potential at the
resonance condition @! ¼ 2G, however, it is possible to
restore the resonant exchange of spins.

As in the undriven case [8], the system can in the dressed
state picture be mapped onto an effective XXZ model
within second order of the tunnel couplings [21]

Ĥ eff ¼ �X
hi;ji

½J?exðŜxi Ŝxj þ Ŝyi Ŝ
y
jÞ þ JzexŜ

z
i Ŝ

z
j�: (2)

Hereby, the exchange of two particles in the presence of the
driving can happen via four different intermediate states
which are accessed via tunnel coupling with the amplitudes
J or K [see Fig. 3(a)]. This gives rise to an effective
transverse coupling on resonance of

J?ex ¼ 2JK

�
1

Uþ�þG
þ 1

Uþ ��G

þ 1

U� �þG
þ 1

U���G

�
; (3)

where we include the possibility to apply an alternating
energy offset �. On the other hand, the energy shift due to
virtual exchange processes which leave the spin configu-
ration unchanged stems from couplings via six possible
intermediate states and consists of terms / J2 and / K2

[21]. This difference allows for an arbitrary tuning of
the anisotropy Jzex=J

?
ex. For example, in the case J2=U �

G � U, � ¼ 0, and for small driving amplitude one

obtains J?ex ’ 8JK=U while the spin coupling in the
z direction is identical to the undriven case Jzex ’ 4J2=U.
The anisotropy thus is ’ J=2K and a weak driving (K�J)
realizes an Ising-type model. Similarly, regimes can be
found, where Jzex vanishes [21].
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed

method, we probe the transverse coupling J?ex in our system
of double wells [see Fig. 1(c)]. For this purpose, we loaded
the atomic spin pairs into symmetric double wells in the
presence of a magnetic-field gradient along the x direction.
Its strength G=h ¼ 1:2ð1Þ kHz was measured from the
shift of the single-particle resonance of j #i atoms. The
degeneracy between j "; #i and j #; "i was hence lifted and
the atoms were occupying the ground state j "; #i. We
carried out the modulation spectroscopy as in the previous
cases, and a typical spectrum is displayed in Fig. 3(b) for
�=h ¼ 8:4ð2Þ kHz. We observe two kinds of resonances.
For !=2� ¼ 4:5ð2Þ kHz and !=2� ¼ 13:0ð2Þ kHz only
the atoms in one of the spin states are transferred. For the
second type of resonances both spin states are transferred
simultaneously in an ac-driven superexchange process.

FIG. 3 (color). (a) Sketch of the resonantly driven superex-
change coupling via four possible intermediate states with differ-
ent detunings U���G, reached either by bare (J, solid
arrows) or driven tunneling (K, dashed arrows). (b) Fraction of
atoms nR";# in the right well as a function of the modulation

frequency !=2�. The lattice parameters were Vz ¼ 192ð6ÞEz
r,

Vy¼142ð5ÞEy
r , V0

xl¼35ð1ÞExl
r , Vxs¼7:0ð2ÞExs

r , �¼0:35ð1Þ rad,
and G=h ¼ 1:2ð1Þ kHz. The simultaneous transfer of both spins
for !=2� ’ 2:6 kHz (gray line) corresponds to a single-photon-
driven superexchange, while the one for !=2� ’ 1:5 kHz is
driven by the absorption of two photons. (c) Time evolution of
the mean population imbalance XðtÞ and spin imbalance NzðtÞ
at the superexchange resonance !=2� ¼ 2:6 kHz, fitted with
a damped sine (solid line). The fit yields a superexchange
coupling of J?ex=h ¼ 0:56ð2Þ kHz and a damping time (1=e) of
� ¼ 9ð1Þ ms.
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We now focus on the resonance occurring at !=2� ¼
2:6ð1Þ kHz, which corresponds to the resonance condition
@! ’ 2G for the driven superexchange. As shown by the
Rabi oscillation in Fig. 3(c), on resonance both spin states
coherently tunnel between left and right wells in a corre-
lated manner. At any time the population imbalance be-
tween both wells XðtÞ ¼ ðnL � nRÞ=2 remains equal to 0,
as expected for a spin-exchange process. The actual eigen-
states involved in the superexchange process are not fully
localized due to the finite tunnel coupling J and the cou-
pling to higher bands. We calculate that for our trap pa-
rameters the maximum value of the mean spin imbalance
Nz ¼ ðn"L � n"R � n#L þ n#RÞ=2 amounts to 0.8, close to

the measured value Nzðt ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0:7. The damping most
likely stems from inhomogeneities in � and G. Because of
the latter, the Rabi oscillation is detuned for part of the
atomic sample, leading to the observed nonzero asymptotic
value.

In Fig. 4, we show a measurement of the superexchange
coupling strength jJ?exj as a function of the tilt �.
We observe a resonant enhancement of jJ?exj over a factor
of 5 when decreasing � from 3.9 to 2 kHz, approaching
� ¼ U�G ’ h� 1:7 kHz, where the intermediate state
j "#; 0;�� 1i comes into resonance [see Fig. 3(a)]. The
second-order perturbation theory within the two lowest
Bloch bands, Eq. (3), gives a qualitative description of
our measurements (dotted line), but breaks down near
such resonances. We obtain a better quantitative agreement
by including virtual transitions to higher bands (solid line).
The remaining discrepancy can be attributed to system
inhomogeneities, i.e., larger tunnel couplings J and K at
the borders of the atomic sample.

To conclude, we have shown that periodically modu-
lated optical superlattices provide a new tool for control-
ling correlated tunneling processes such as cotunneling and
superexchange. Extending the concept of driven superex-
change to a full lattice provides a novel approach to imple-
ment effective-spin XXZ models with arbitrarily tunable
couplings and coupling anisotropy without the need to
adjust the individual interaction energies. Both the

measured coupling strength and the decoherence of driven
superexchange oscillations are comparable with the ones
of bare superexchange [20], indicating, in particular, that
the lattice modulation would not add significant heating
when generalized to a full lattice. It therefore opens the
way to, e.g., experimentally study the relaxation of an
initially Néel-ordered state in one [22], two, or three
dimensions over a wide range of models ranging from
XY-type over Heisenberg-type to Ising-type. It is possible
to combine the technique with proposed schemes for pre-
paring a fermionic antiferromagnet from a low entropy
band-insulating initial state [23]. However, their experi-
mental realization remains challenging.
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Note added.—Recently, we became aware of related

work by Ma et al. [25].
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